A study of adherence to drug recommendations by providing feedback of outpatient prescribing patterns to hospital specialists.
To study the effect of feedback using prescribing profiles combined with interactive group discussions on hospital specialists' adherence to evidence-based guidelines for drug treatment of common diseases issued by a regional Drug and Therapeutics Committee. Intervention study performed at 17 clinics at a university hospital in a Swedish metropolitan health region with comparative clinics at a second university hospital as a control. Prescribing profiles based on aggregate pharmacy dispensing data were presented for the physicians in interactive group discussions. Deviations from the guidelines were discussed at each clinic and specific goals of improvement were formulated. The effect was assessed by pre- and post-intervention comparison of the adherence to guidelines for all drugs and within 11 selected therapeutic areas. The credibility and usefulness of the prescribing profiles were evaluated by a questionnaire. The adherence to pharmaceutical products within the pharmacological groups stated in the guideline increased by 2.8%-units at the intervention hospital compared with 0.8%-units at the control hospital. The adherence to drug substance increased by 0.4%-units at the intervention hospital while it decreased by 1.8%-units at the control hospital. For 8 of 11 pre-defined specific goals of improvement, the change in adherence was more positive at the intervention hospital. Most doctors considered the feedback provided clear and relevant. Interactive group discussions with prescribing profiles were found to be useful in improving hospital specialists' adherence to guidelines. However, the effect on the overall adherence was modest, indicating the importance of clear messages for improvement and relevant guidelines for the prescribing of specialist drugs but also more precise methods for evaluating the effect of real-life-interventions.